The problem of low complexity, close to optimal, channel decoding of linear codes with short to moderate block length is considered. It is shown that deep learning methods can be used to improve a standard belief propagation decoder, despite the large example space. Similar improvements are obtained for the min-sum algorithm. It is also shown that tying the parameters of the decoders across iterations, so as to form a recurrent neural network architecture, can be implemented with comparable results. The advantage is that significantly less parameters are required. We also introduce a recurrent neural decoder architecture based on the method of successive relaxation. Improvements over standard belief propagation are also observed on sparser Tanner graph representations of the codes. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the neural belief propagation decoder can be used to improve the performance, or alternatively reduce the computational complexity, of a close to optimal decoder of short BCH codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years deep learning methods have demonstrated amazing performances in various tasks. These methods outperform human-level object detection in some tasks [1] , they achieve state-of-the-art results in machine translation [2] and speech processing [3] , and they attain record breaking performances in challenging games such as Go [4] .
In this paper we suggest an application of deep learning methods to the problem of low complexity channel decoding. A well-known family of linear error correcting codes are the linear low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [5] . LDPC codes achieve near Shannon channel capacity with the belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm, but can typically do so for relatively large block lengths. For short to moderate high density parity check (HDPC) codes [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , such as common powerful linear algebraic codes, the regular BP algorithm obtains poor results compared to the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) decoder. On the other hand, the importance of close to optimal low complexity, low latency and low power decoders of short to moderate codes has grown E. Nachmani with the emergence of applications driven by the Internet of Things.
Recently, in [11] it has been shown that deep learning methods can improve the BP decoding of HDPC codes using a weighted BP decoder. The BP algorithm is formulated as a neural network and it is shown that it can improve the decoding by 0.9dB in the high SNR regime. A key property of the method is that it is sufficient to train the neural network decoder using a single codeword (e.g., the all-zero codeword), since the architecture guarantees the same error rate for any chosen transmitted codeword. Later, Lugosch & Gross [12] proposed an improved neural network architecture that achieves similar results to [11] with less parameters and reduced complexity. The main difference compared to [11] is that the offset min-sum algorithm is used instead of the sum-product algorithm, thus eliminating the need to use multiplications. Gruber et al. [13] proposed a neural net decoder with an unconstrained graph (i.e., fully connected network) and showed that the network gets close to the ML performance for very small block codes, N = 16. Also, O'Shea & Hoydis [14] proposed to use an autoencoder as a communication system for small block code with N = 7. In [15] it was suggested to improve an iterative decoding algorithm of polar codes by using neural network decoders of sub-blocks. In [16] deep learning-based detection algorithms were used when the channel model is unknown, and in [17] deep learning was used for MIMO detection. Deep learning was also applied to quantum error correcting codes [18] .
In this work we elaborate on our work in [11] and [12] and extend it as follows 1 . First, we apply tying to the decoder parameters by using a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture, and show that it can achieve up to 1.5dB improvement over the standard belief propagation algorithm in the high SNR regime. The advantage over the feed-forward architecture in our initial work [11] is that it reduces the number of parameters. Similar improvements were obtained when applying tying to the neural min-sum algorithms. We introduce a new RNN decoder architecture based on the successive relaxation technique and show that it can achieve excellent performance with just a single learnable parameter. We also investigate the performance of the RNN decoder on parity check matrices with lower densities and fewer short cycles and show that despite the fact that we start with reduced cycle matrix, the network can improve the performance up to 1.0dB. The output of the training algorithm can be interpreted as a soft Tanner graph that replaces the original one. State of the art decoding algorithms of short to moderate algebraic codes, such as [20] , [7] , [10] , utilize the BP algorithm as a component in their solution. Thus, it is natural to replace the standard BP decoder with our trained RNN decoder, in an attempt to improve either the decoding performance or its complexity. In this work we demonstrate, for a BCH(63, 36) code, that such improvements can be realized by using the RNN decoder in the mRRD algorithm [7] .
II. TRELLIS REPRESENTATION OF BELIEF PROPAGATION
The renowned BP decoder [5] , [21] can be constructed from the Tanner graph, which is a graphical representation of some parity check matrix that describes the code. In this algorithm, messages are transmitted over edges. Each node calculates its outgoing transmitted message over some edge, based on all incoming messages it receives over all the other edges. We start by providing an alternative graphical representation to the BP algorithm with L full iterations when using parallel (flooding) scheduling. Our alternative representation is a trellis in which the nodes in the hidden layers correspond to edges in the Tanner graph. Denote by N, the code block length (i.e., the number of variable nodes in the Tanner graph), and by E, the number of edges in the Tanner graph. Then the input layer of our trellis representation of the BP decoder is a vector of size N, that consists of the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the channel outputs. The LLR value of variable node v, v = 1, 2, . . . , N, is given by
where y v is the channel output corresponding to the vth codebit, C v . All the following layers in the trellis, except for the last one (i.e., all the hidden layers), have size E. For each hidden layer, each processing element in that layer is associated with the message transmitted over some edge in the Tanner graph. The last (output) layer of the trellis consists of N processing elements that output the final decoded codeword. Consider the ith hidden layer, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2L. For odd (even, respectively) values of i, each processing element in this layer outputs the message transmitted by the BP decoder over the corresponding edge in the graph, from the associated variable (check) node to the associated check (variable) node. A processing element in the first hidden layer (i = 1), corresponding to the edge e = (v, c), is connected to a single input node in the input layer: It is the variable node, v, associated with that edge. Now consider the ith (i > 1) hidden layer. For odd (even, respectively) values of i, the processing node corresponding to the edge e = (v, c) is connected to all processing elements in layer i − 1 associated with the edges e = (v, c ) for c = c (e = (v , c) for v = v, respectively). For odd i, a processing node in layer i, corresponding to the edge e = (v, c), is also connected to the vth input node.
The BP messages transmitted over the trellis graph are the following. Consider hidden layer i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2L, and let e = (v, c) be the index of some processing element in that layer. We denote by x i,e , the output message of this processing element. For odd (even, respectively), i, this is the message produced by the BP algorithm after (i−1)/2 iterations, from variable to check (check to variable) node.
For odd i and e = (v, c) we have (recall that the self LLR message of v is l v ),
under the initialization, x 0,e = 0 for all edges e (in the beginning there is no information at the parity check nodes). The summation in (1) is over all edges e = (v, c ) with variable node v except for the target edge e = (v, c). Recall that this is a fundamental property of message passing algorithms [21] . Similarly, for even i and e = (v, c) we have,
The final vth output of the network is given by
which is the final marginalization of the BP algorithm.
III. A NEURAL BELIEF PROPAGATION DECODER
We suggest the following parameterized deep neural network decoder that generalizes the BP decoder of the previous section. We use the same trellis representation for the decoder as in the previous section. The difference is that now we assign weights to the edges in the Tanner graph. These weights will be trained using stochastic gradient descent which is the standard method for training neural networks. More precisely, our decoder has the same trellis architecture as the one defined in the previous section. However, Equations (1), (2) and (3) are replaced by
for odd i,
for even i, and
where σ (x) ≡ (1 + e −x ) −1 is a sigmoid function. It is easy to verify that the proposed message passing decoding algorithm (4)-(14) satisfies the message passing symmetry conditions [21, Definition 4.81] . Hence, by [21, Lemma 4 .90], when transmitting over a binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channel, the error rate is independent of the transmitted codeword. Therefore, to train the network, it is sufficient to use a database which is constructed by using noisy versions of a single codeword. For convenience we use the zero codeword, which must belong to any linear code. The database reflects various channel output realizations when the zero codeword has been transmitted. The goal is to train the parameters w i,v , w i,e,e , w i,v,e to achieve an N dimensional output word which is as close as possible to the zero codeword. The network architecture is a non-fully connected neural network. We use stochastic gradient descent to train the parameters. The motivation behind the new proposed parameterized decoder is that by setting the weights properly, one can compensate for small cycles in the Tanner graph that represents the code. That is, messages sent by parity check nodes to variable nodes can be weighted, such that if a message is less reliable since it is produced by a parity check node with a large number of small cycles in its local neighborhood, then this message will be attenuated properly.
The time complexity of the deep neural network is similar to the plain BP algorithm. Both have the same number of layers and the same number of non-zero weights in the Tanner graph. The deep neural network architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 for a BCH(15,11) code. (15, 11) with 5 hidden layers which correspond to 3 full BP iterations. Note that the self LLR messages l v are plotted as small bold lines. The first hidden layer and the second hidden layer that were described above are merged together. Also note that this figure shows 3 full iterations and the final marginalization.
IV. NEURAL MIN-SUM DECODING
The standard version of BP described above can be expensive to implement due to the repeated multiplications and hyperbolic functions used to compute the check node function. For this reason, the "min-sum" approximation is often used in practical decoder implementations. In min-sum decoding, Equations (1) and (3) are unchanged, and Equation (2) is replaced with Equation (7):
The min-sum approximation tends to produce messages with large magnitudes, which makes the propagated information seem more reliable than it actually is, causing a BER degradation as a result. To compensate for this effect, the normalized min-sum (NMS) algorithm computes a message using the min-sum approximation, then shrinks the message magnitude using a small weight w ∈ (0, 1], yielding Equation (8):
Similar to the neural BP decoder described above, we propose to assign a learnable weight to each edge and train the decoder as a neural network, yielding a neural normalized minsum (NNMS) decoder which generalizes the NMS decoder.
The check-to-variable messages in NNMS are computed using
where w i,e=(v,c) is the learnable weight for edge (v, c) in layer i. The weights serve a dual purpose: they correct for the minsum approximation, and, like the weights in the neural BP decoder, they combat the effect of cycles in the Tanner graph.
Both the NNMS decoder and the neural BP decoder require many multiplications, which are generally expensive operations and avoided if possible in a hardware implementation. It was shown in [12] that decoders can learn to improve without using any multiplications at all by adapting the offset min-sum (OMS) algorithm. OMS decoding, like NMS decoding, shrinks a message before sending it, but by subtracting an offset from the message magnitude rather than multiplying by a weight:
where β is the subtracted offset and max (. . . , 0) prevents the subtraction from flipping the sign of the message. In the same way that we can generalize NMS to yield NNMS decoding, we can generalize OMS to yield neural offset minsum (NOMS) decoding, in which check nodes compute the following message:
where β i,e=(v,c) is the learnable offset for edge (v, c) in layer i. Strictly speaking, it is not possible to use gradient descent to optimize these min-sum decoders, since the function computed by check nodes has non-differentiable kinks at certain points. However, we have found that it is possible to instead use subgradient descent: that is, at the points of non-differentiability, it is possible to choose a subgradient during backpropagation, as is commonly done for neural networks which use activation functions with kinks (see e.g. [22] ). Hence, we can also train neural min-sum decoders using stochastic gradient descent.
V. RNN DECODING
We suggest the following parameterized deep neural network decoder which is a constrained version of the BP decoder of the previous section. We use the same trellis representation that was described above for the decoder. The difference is that now the weights of the edges in the Tanner graph are tied, i.e. they are set to be equal in each iteration. This tying transfers the feed-forward architecture that was described above into a recurrent neural network architecture. More precisely, the equations of the proposed architecture for t = 1, 2, . . . are
where
For time step, t, we also have
We initialize the algorithm by setting x 0,e = 0 for all e = (c, v).
The proposed architecture also preserves the symmetry conditions. As a result the network can be trained by using noisy versions of a single codeword. The training is done as before with a cross entropy loss function at the last time step,
Here o v , y v are the final deep recurrent neural network output and the actual vth component of the transmitted codeword. The proposed recurrent neural network architecture has the property that after every time step we can add final marginalization and compute the loss of these terms using (15) . Using multiloss terms can increase the gradient update at the backpropagation through time algorithm and allow learning the earliest layers. Hence, we suggest the following multiloss variant of (15):
where o v,t , y v are the deep neural network output at the time step t and the actual vth component of the transmitted codeword. This network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . Nodes in the variable layer implement (12) , while nodes in the parity layer implement (13) . Nodes in the marginalization layer implement (14) . The training goal is to minimize (16) . Similarly, the neural min-sum decoders can be constrained to use the same weights or offsets for each time step, in which case we drop the iteration index from the learnable parameters, so that Equation (9) becomes: and Equation (11) becomes:
VI. LEARNING TO RELAX
Another technique which can be used to improve the performance of belief propagation is the method of successive relaxation (or simply "relaxation"), as described in [23] . In relaxation, an exponentially weighted moving average is applied to combine the message sent in iteration t − 1 with the raw message computed in iteration t to yield a filtered message, m t :
where γ is the relaxation factor. As γ → 0, the decoder becomes less relaxed, and as γ → 1, the decoder becomes more relaxed. When γ = 0, the decoder reverts to being a normal, non-relaxed decoder.
As it is difficult to predict the behaviour of relaxed decoders analytically, the relaxation factor is chosen through trial-anderror, that is, by simulating the decoder with several possible values of γ and choosing the value which leads to the best performance. Rather than choosing the relaxation parameter through brute force simulation, we propose learning this parameter using stochastic gradient descent, as the relaxation operation is differentiable with respect to γ. Moreover, it is possible to use a separate relaxation parameter for each edge of the Tanner graph, similar to the other decoder architectures described in this work, although we have found that using peredge relaxation parameters does not improve much upon using a single parameter. To the best of the authors' knowledge, our deep learning methodology constitutes the first technique for optimizing decoder relaxation factors which does not rely on simple trial-and-error.
The structure of one possible version of a neural decoder with relaxation is illustrated in Figure 3 . In this figure, × indicates elementwise multiplication, + indicates elementwise addition, and γ indicates the learnable relaxation parameter(s). Like the decoder shown in Figure 2 , the relaxed decoder is effectively an RNN, with an additional "shortcut connection" (as is found in architectures such as those described in [24] and [1] ). Since the relaxation operation can be considered an IIR filter, we require that γ be in the range [0,1), as values outside of this range would result in filters with instability or ringing in the impulse response. During training, we use the sigmoid function to squash γ into the correct range; during inference, the squashed values can be stored in the decoder so that the sigmoid need not be computed.
Relaxation is relatively expensive compared to the other neural decoder techniques, as it requires not only multiplications and additions but also additional memory to store the previous iteration's messages. However, as was shown in [25] , it is sometimes possible to set relaxation factors to a power of two so that a multiplier-free hardware implementation results, in which case the only additional overhead is memory and additions.
VII. AN MRRD ALGORITHM WITH A NEURAL BP DECODER
Dimnik and Be'ery [7] proposed a modified random redundant iterative algorithm (mRRD) for decoding HDPC codes based on the RRD [26] and the MBBP [27] algorithms. The mRRD algorithm is a close to optimal low complexity decoder for short length (N < 100) algebraic codes such as BCH codes. This algorithm uses m parallel decoder branches, each comprising of c applications of several (e.g. 2) BP decoding iterations, followed by a random permutation from the automorphism group of the code, as shown in Figure 4 . The decoding process in each branch stops if the decoded word is a valid codeword. The final decoded word is selected with a least metric selector (LMS) as the one for which the channel output has the highest likelihood. More details can be found in [7] . We propose to combine the BP-RNN decoding algorithm with the mRRD algorithm. We can replace the BP blocks in the mRRD algorithm with our BP-RNN decoding scheme. The proposed mRRD-RNN decoder algorithm should achieve near ML performance with less computational complexity.
VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The training of all neural networks was performed using TensorFlow [28] .
A. Neural BP decoders
We first present results for the neural versions of the standard BP decoder. We apply our method to different linear codes, BCH(63,45), BCH(63,36), BCH(127,64) and BCH(127,99). In all experiments the results on the training, validation and test sets were identical. That is, we did not observe overfitting in our experiments. Details about our experiments and results are as follows. It should be noted that we have not trained the parameters w v in (12), i.e. we set w v = 1.
Training was conducted using stochastic gradient descent with mini-batches. The training data is created by transmitting the zero codeword through an AWGN channel with varying SNRs ranging from 1dB to 8dB. The mini-batch size was 120, 80 and 40 examples to BCH codes with N = 63, BCH(127,99) and BCH(127,64) respectively. We applied the RMSPROP [29] rule with a learning rate equal to 0.001, 0.0003 and 0.003 to BCH codes with N = 63, BCH(127,99) and BCH(127,64) respectively. The neural network has 2 hidden layers at each time step, and unfold equal to 5 which corresponds to 5 full iterations of the BP algorithm. At test time, we inject noisy codewords after transmitting through an AWGN channel and measure the bit error rate (BER) in the decoded codeword at the network output. The input x t−1,e to (12) is clipped such that the absolute value of the input is always smaller than some positive constant A < 10. Similar clipping is typically applied in practical implementations of the BP algorithm.
1) BER For BCH With N = 63:
In Figures 5, 6 , we provide the bit-error-rate for a BCH code with N = 63 using a right-regular parity check matrix based on [30] . As can be seen from the figures, the BP-RNN decoder outperforms the BP feed-forward (BP-FF) decoder by 0.2dB. Not only that we improve the BER the network has less parameters. Moreover, we can see that the BP-RNN decoder obtains comparable results to the BP-FF decoder when training with multiloss. Furthermore, for the BCH(63,45) and BCH(63,36) there is an improvement up to 1.3dB and 1.5dB, respectively, over the plain BP algorithm.
In Figures 7 and 8 , we provide the bit-error-rate for a BCH code with N = 63 for a cycle reduced parity check matrix [26] . For BCH(63,45) and BCH(63,36) we get an improvement up to 0.6dB and 1.0dB, respectively. This observation shows that the method with soft Tanner graph is capable to improve the performance of standard BP even for reduced cycle parity check matrices. Thus answering in the affirmative the uncertainty in [11] regarding the performance of the neural decoder on a cycle reduced parity check matrix. The importance of this finding is that it enables a further improvement in the decoding performance, as BP (both standard BP and the new parameterized BP algorithm) yields lower error rate for sparser parity check matrices.
2) BER For BCH With N = 127: Figure 9 , we provide the bit-error-rate for BCH code with N = 127 for right-regular parity check matrix based on [30] . As can be seen from the figure, for a right-regular parity check matrix, the BP-RNN and BP-FF decoders obtains an improvement of up to 1.0dB over the BP, but the BP-RNN decoder uses significantly less parameters compared to BP-FF. In Figures 10, 11 we provide the bit-error-rate for BCH code with N = 127 for cycle reduced parity check matrix based on [26] . For BCH(127,64) and BCH(127,99) we get an improvement up to 0.9dB and 1.0dB respectively.
B. Neural min-sum decoders
Next, we present results for decoders which use the min-sum approximation. We trained neural min-sum decoders using the Adam optimizer [31] , with multiloss and a learning rate of 0.1 for the NOMS decoders and 0.01 for the NNMS decoders. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the BER performance for the BCH(63,36) and BCH(63,45) codes, respectively, with nonsparsified parity check matrices. It can be seen from these plots that the decoders with multiplicative weights (BP-FF, BP-RNN, NNMS-FF, NNMS-RNN) achieve similar performance, implying that the min-sum approximation has little impact. It is also evident that decoders with multiplicative weights outperform decoders with additive offsets (NOMS-FF, NOMS-RNN), although the NOMS decoders still substantially outperform the non-neural decoders.
We also present results for an experiment with relaxed decoders. Fig. 14 compares the performance of a simple minsum decoder with that of three relaxed min-sum decoders trained using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. All relaxed decoders outperform the simple min-sum decoder, achieving a coding gain similar to some of the other decoders presented here.
The evolution of the relaxation parameter γ as training proceeds is plotted in Fig. 15 . It can be seen in this figure that the first relaxed decoder learns a relaxation factor of roughly 0.863. However, note that 0.863 is close to 0.875, and by constraining the second relaxed decoder to using γ = 0.875 instead of 0.863, we can rewrite Equation 19 as follows:
which can be implemented very efficiently in hardware, since 0.125 is a power of two (2 −3 ) and requires no multiplier. As Fig. 14 shows, constraining the learned relaxation factor in this case causes a nearly imperceptible increase in BER. The third decoder is a relaxed NOMS decoder; it achieves even better performance than the other two relaxed decoders, showing that relaxation can be successfully combined with other learnable decoder building blocks. Fig. 15 shows that the parameter γ attains its final value after 400 minibatches of 120 frames each have been processed. Since the number of operations performed during the forward pass of training (belief propagation) is roughly equal to the number of operations performed during the backward pass of training (backpropagation), training the decoder in this case requires processing the equivalent of 400 × 120 × 2 = 96,000 frames. In contrast, simulating the decoder until 100 frame errors have occurred at an SNR of 8dB requires processing 1,064,040 frames. Naturally, testing the decoder with multiple different candidate values for γ in search of the optimal value will require processing even more frames. Gradientbased learning therefore seems to be a very efficient way of optimizing decoder parameters even when the number of parameters is small.
C. mRRD-RNN Finally, we provide the bit error rate results for our proposed mRRD-RNN decoder for a BCH(63,36) code represented by a cycle reduced parity check matrix based on [26] . In all experiments we use the soft Tanner graph trained using the BP-RNN with multiloss architecture and an unfold of 5, which corresponds to 5 BP iterations. The parameters of the mRRD-RNN are as follows. We use 2 iterations for each BP i, j block in Figure 4 , a value of m = 1, 3, 5, denoted in the following by mRRD-RNN(m), and a value of c = 30.
In Figure 16 we present the bit error rate for mRRD-RNN(1), mRRD-RNN(3) and mRRD-RNN (5) . As can be seen, we achieve improvements of 0.6dB, 0.3dB and 0.2dB in the respective decoders. Hence, the mRRD-RNN decoder can improve on the plain mRRD decoder. Also note that there is a gap of just 0.6dB from the optimal ML decoder, the performance of which was estimated using the implementation of [32] based on the OSD algorithm [33] (see also [34] ). Figure 17 compares the average number of BP iterations for the various decoders using plain mRRD and mRRD-RNN. As can be seen, there is a small increase in the complexity of up to 8% when using the RNN decoder. However, overall, with the RNN decoder one can achieve the same error rate with a significantly smaller computational complexity due to the reduction in the required value of m. the standard BP and min-sum decoders. Furthermore, we showed that the neural network decoder improves on standard BP even for cycle reduced parity check matrices, with improvements of up to 1.5dB in the SNR. We also showed performance improvement of the mRRD algorithm with the new RNN architecture. We regard this work as a first step towards the design of deep neural network-based decoding algorithms.
Our future work includes possible improvements in the performance by exploring new neural network architectures. Moreover, we will investigate end-to-end learning of the mRRD algorithm (i.e. learning graph with permutation), and fine tune the parameters of the mRRD-RNN algorithm. We would also like to consider the implementation of NOMS and NNMS in the mRRD algorithm. Yet another possibility is to use an RNN architecture with quantized weights in order to reduce the number of free parameters. It has been shown in the past [35] , [36] that in various applications the loss in performance incurred by weight quantization can be small if this quantization is performed properly. Finally, in some communication systems, e.g. [16] , it is not possible to accurately model the channel. We believe that our proposed methods may be useful in these scenarios.
